Convince vs. Persuade

While many people today use the words convince and persuade interchangeably in their
writing, these terms have a diﬀerence. It would not be surprising that you mix up these two
words. This post will help you understand the distinction between these terms.
The term convince is used as a verb meaning “to cause someone to believe ﬁrmly in the
truth of something.”
We must work to convince Donald Trump about the EU, says Enda Kenny
Belfast Telegraph
How to Convince Customers You’re Not Spying on Them
Bloomberg
NZME, Fairfax NZ get month’s reprieve to convince regulator on merger
The National Business Review

On the other hand, the word persuade is used as a verb which means “to cause someone to
do something through reasoning or argument.”
Anthony Davis dismisses Lakers rumor, tries to persuade Holiday to stay
CBSSports.com
Tony Blair launches campaign to persuade Britain to remain in EU
Irish Independent
Self-help guru Tim Ferriss reveals his top mind trick for persuading people
Business Insider

In essence, the main diﬀerence between convince and persuade is that convince deals with a
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person’s mind while persuade focuses on the resulting action. Hence, you may convince
someone of something but you may not be able to persuade that person to do something.

For example:
Nathan convinced Sean of the importance of preparing for a report ahead of time.
However, Nathan was not able to persuade Sean to ﬁnish the ﬁnish the presentation slides
two days prior to the report.
To remember the diﬀerence, here’s a simple tip about using these two words.
Since convince has to do with the mind, remember that both words have “i” in them.
Since persuade deals with action, remember that both words have “a” in them.
Can you come up with your own sentence using convince or persuade?
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